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Figure 1:The tracking by natural language specification problem. For example, given the input query Q is "a bouncing white handball",
our goal is to predict a sequence of bounding boxes on the input video.

Contributions

Our major contributions are threefold:
1 A model that utilizes natural language
specification to initialize tracking and to reset
the tracker as needed;

2 An LSTM based language module that scores
similarity between a given natural language
description and visual features computed for
regions in the image;

3 An LSTM network based tracker that
performs tracking by detections.

Main Problem

We define our problem as a Single Object Track-
ing with Natural Language Specification.

Notations

The overall architecture is summarized in Figure 3.
Here we pose the problem of single object tracking
with NL query. Let I1, . . . , IT denote the sequence
of video frames, where T is the number of frames in
a temporal window.
Let FRPN , Flang be the function for RPN and Lan-
guage network. Let Xt be proposed bounding boxes
on frame t. Xt ∈ B, where B is the set of all possible
bounding boxes.

Probabilistic View

For detection at frame t, we wish to estimate
Pr[Xt|Q, It]. Assume that It and NL Q are con-
ditional independent given Xt, following Bayes the-
orem, we have

Pr[Xt|Q, It] = Pr[Q, It|Xt] Pr[Xt]
Pr[Q, It]

(1)

= Pr[Q|Xt] Pr[It|Xt] Pr[Xt]
Pr[Q, It]

(2)

=
Pr[Xt|Q] Pr[Q]

Pr[Xt]
Pr[Xt|It] Pr[It]

Pr[Xt] Pr[Xt]
Pr[Q, It]

(3)

= Pr[Xt|Q] Pr[Q] Pr[Xt|It] Pr[It]
Pr[Q, It] Pr[Xt]

(4)

= Pr[Xt|Q] · Pr[Xt|It] ·
Pr[Q] Pr[It]

Pr[Q, It] Pr[Xt]
(5)

Notice that Pr[Q] Pr[It]
Pr[Q,It] Pr[Xt] is a constant. Therefore, we

have
Pr[Xt|Q, It] ∝ Flang(Xt, Q) · FRPN(Xt, It) (6)

For each frame It, the top N ranked proposals are
returned as detections Xlang

t .
Similarly, the tracker works as a sequential process
which is to estimate
Pr[Xt|I1,...,t, Q] ∝ Pr[Xt|I1,...,t] Pr[Xt|, Q] (7)

∝ Pr[Xt|I1,...,t−1] Pr[Xt|It] Pr[Xt|Q]
(8)
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Figure 2:Comparison between fully-convolutional siamese tracker [1](top), and the proposed tracker(bottom). Q is "Ball". The
proposed tracker handles occulusion by restarting the tracker with language detections.

Figure 3:The proposed model. Red rounded rectangles are in-
puts and outputs of the model. Blue rectangles are the inter-
mediate outputs of the proposed model. Yellow rectangles are
neural networks.

Results

Preliminary qualitative results from Figure 2 show
that the proposed tracker is capable of handling oc-
clusions and rapid motion changes by restarting the
tracker with language detections. Quantitative re-
sults are summarized in Table 1.

[3] Model I MAttNet[5] Ours Siams FC[1]
AUC 25.9 38.5 44.0 60.8

Table 1:Comparison over a few baselines on Area Under Curve
(AUC). Note: Siams FC is evaluated with ground truth bounding
boxes on the first frame.
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